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Polynomial-time FPT algorithms

Problem Π
Input: Graph G on n vertices
Parameter: k

Courcelle’s Theorem for treewidth: Fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) if
k = tw(G) and Π is MSOL, meaning nO(1)f(k) algorithm

I Often: 1st Find decomposition of G; 2nd Solve problem Π

I Fast dynamic programming: If given decomposition of treewidth k
and Π is Min Dominating Set then O(nk23k) [van Rooij,
Bodlaender, Rossmanith ESA’09]

I Observation: This is O(n2 log2 n) if k ≤ log3 n+ c and
polynomial-time if k ∈ O(log n)

I Not the normal viewpoint since no well-known class of graphs (of
unbounded treewidth) has decompositions (that we find quickly) of
treewidth O(log n)
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Poly-time: an application

I Fast dynamic programming: If given decomposition of
boolean-width k and Π is Min Weight Dominating Set then
O(n2 + nk23k) [Bui-Xuan,Telle,Vatshelle IWPEC’09]

I Observation: This is polynomial-time if k ∈ O(log n)

I Interval graphs, permutation graphs, convex graphs, etc have
decompositions of boolean-width O(log n) and we can find them
quickly [Belmonte,Vatshelle arxiv’10]

I Corollary: Given an interval graph, or permutation graph, or convex
graph, solve Min Weight Dominating Set in polynomial time
(generalizing all known poly-time algorithms for MWDS)

I Also for other problems, like Perfect Code, Max Weight Independent
Set, H-covering, H-homomorphism.

I See Remy’s presentation tomorrow
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Comparing graph parameters/Ecology of Parameters
For two graph parameters p1 and p2 assigning graphs to non-negative
numbers define p1 � p2 if ∃h : ∀G : p1(G) ≤ h(p2(G))

I Fact: If p1 � p2 and Π is FPT parameterized by p1 then Π is FPT
parameterized by p2 (in runtime replace f(p1(G)) by f(h(p2(G))))

I Fact: p1 � p2 if and only if p1 constant on any graph class where
p2 constant

Relation � defines a quasi-order on graph parameters. 3 possibilities:

I p1 � p2 but p2 6� p1. Example: treewidth and pathwidth
∀G : tw(G) ≤ pw(G) and for binary tree Bn we have tw(Bn) = 1
and pw(Bn) = Θ(log n)

I p1 � p2 and p2 � p1. Example: treewidth and branchwidth
∀G : tw(G) ≤ 3

2bw(G)− 1 and bw(G) ≤ tw(G) + 1

I p1 and p2 incomparable.
Example: Max Independent Set (α) and Max Clique (ω)
Take complete graphs and complements of complete graphs

Annotated diagram of boundedness order on the 5 graph parameters:
pw, tw, bw, α, ω
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Annotated diagram of boundedness order

I Try to find tight bounding functions, to replace runtimes tightly
(NB: assumes input is the graph only)

I Going down the diagram the parameters are constant on more graph
classes

I For any problem Π there will be a ’parameterized complexity line’
respecting � with Π being FPT above the line and W-hard below



Róbert Sasák’s Master thesis at Univ. of Bergen
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Figure 6.1: Complete comparison diagram of the 17 graph parameters. Provide
a powerful tool for extending FPT or W-hard results. For example, if problem
π parametrized by boolean-width is FPT then problem π is also FPT when
parametrized by rank-width, clique-width, tree-width, path-width, carving-
width, cut-width, tree-depth, maximum matching and vertex cover number (all
“above” parameters). In opposite direction, if π parametrized by cut-width is
W-hard then π is W-hard when parametrized by carving-width, path-width,
tree-width and so on.
Arrow from the parameter p2 to p1 marked f(k) means p1 � p2, i.e. ∀G :
p1(G) ≤ f(p2(G)). List of all parameters with their abbreviations is in Table
1.1.
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How to use the diagram?: pathwidth vs treewidth
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Comparing parameters: pathwidth vs treewidth

At least 4 questions:

1. Which favored by �?
treewidth

2. Bounding values?
k to k

3. Finding decomposition?
pw parameterized by pw is FPT, and tw par. by tw is FPT

4. Runtime of fast dynamic programming?
pw slightly better, no Join-operation

Must look at answers jointly!



Comparing parameters: Vertex Cover Number (VCN) vs
Maximum Matching (MM)
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Comparing parameters: Vertex Cover Number (VCN) vs
Maximum Matching (MM)

1. Which favored by �?
equivalent

2. Bounding values?
MM better: never higher; VCN can be twice as big (cliques)

3. Finding decomposition?
MM polynomial, VCN par. by VCN is FPT

4. Runtime of fast dynamic programming?
Answer: ?



Comparing parameters: treewidth vs branchwidth
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Comparing parameters: treewidth vs branchwidth

1. Which favored by �?
equivalent

2. Bounding values?
bw better: tw can be 1.5 times as big

3. Finding decomposition?
tw par. by tw is FPT, and bw par. by bw is FPT, but bw poly for
planar

4. Runtime of fast dynamic programming?
For Min Dom Set:
O∗(21.58tw) [vRBR’09]
O∗(22bw) [Dorn’06]
Cutoff: tw(G) < 1.26bw(G).



Comparing parameters: rankwidth vs cliquewidth vs
boolean-width
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Comparing parameters: rankwidth vs cliquewidth vs
boolean-width

1. Which favored by �?
equivalent

2. Bounding values?
boolw first, rw second, cw third

3. Finding decomposition?
rw par. by rw is FPT [Hlineny,Oum’08]
cw par. by cw is 2OPT approx. in FPT time by HO’08 alg.
boolw par. by boolw is 22OPT approx. in FPT time by HO’08 alg.

Side remark: Note rw par. by tw is FPT (not using tree-dec.)

4. Runtime of fast dynamic programming?
Active area. For Min Dom Set:
O∗(21.9cw) [Bodlaender,vanLeeuwen,vanRooij,Vatshelle’10]

O∗(20.75rw
2

) [BTV’09 and Ganian,Hlineny’09]
O∗(23boolw) [BTV’09]
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Conclusion

To replicate polynomial-time FPT results it seems we must use
boolean-width, since exponential gap to cw and rw for e.g. interval
graphs and random graphs.

Some questions
I Are there interesting parameters between treewidth and cliquewidth?

I Open: Does there exist graph class where boolean-width not linear
in rank-width?

I Open: Can we improve 2OPT approximation of clique-width or
boolean-width?

I Master thesis (Eivind Hvidevold): heuristics for boolean-width seem
comparable to heuristics for treewidth. More work needed.

I Study boundedness order of graph parameters. Web-site under
construction.
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boolean-width?

I Master thesis (Eivind Hvidevold): heuristics for boolean-width seem
comparable to heuristics for treewidth. More work needed.

I Study boundedness order of graph parameters. Web-site under
construction.
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Figure 6.1: Complete comparison diagram of the 17 graph parameters. Provide
a powerful tool for extending FPT or W-hard results. For example, if problem
π parametrized by boolean-width is FPT then problem π is also FPT when
parametrized by rank-width, clique-width, tree-width, path-width, carving-
width, cut-width, tree-depth, maximum matching and vertex cover number (all
“above” parameters). In opposite direction, if π parametrized by cut-width is
W-hard then π is W-hard when parametrized by carving-width, path-width,
tree-width and so on.
Arrow from the parameter p2 to p1 marked f(k) means p1 � p2, i.e. ∀G :
p1(G) ≤ f(p2(G)). List of all parameters with their abbreviations is in Table
1.1.
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